Buzz

Happy New Year and welcome to our first Off Trade
newsletter. We’ll be keeping you abreast of news and latest
additions to our range. We know 2022 will be challenging but
we are confident our range of wines will work hard for their
shelf space. We look forward to working with you.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Prosecco
Rosé

Connected to 4 major
trends: Sparkling, Prosecco,
Rosé and Instagram,
Prosecco Rosé has been
incredibly successful. The
Sparkling Wine category
is exploding as it switches
from an occasion purchase
to more casual drinking.
Prosecco, thanks to its
lightness, is the perfect
accompaniment to meals
but also mid-week drinking.
Its bubbles make it very
Instagram friendly which is
amplified by its photogenic
pale pink.
Try our newest addition to
the family-owned premium
Prosecco La Gioiosa
Prosecco Rose in mini
format (12 x 20cl)

Dry January
Wine is the 2nd fastest
growing category (+27%
Nielsen Oct 21) in the
growing No/Low market.
Stock up on La Gioiosa,
Black Tower and Belle
& Co. as the majority of
shoppers prefer to drink
a No/Low brand they
know or a No/Low
version of a brand they
trust (IWSR 2021)
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Perfect for
Valentine’s and
Mother’s Day
Sharing what we eat and drink on
Socials has reached another level
during the pandemic. The success of
Provence Rosé, Prosecco rosé and
‘celebrity’ wine is thanks to the rise
of consumers sharing their tipples on
Instagram. Our Black Tower seasonal
sleeves are perfect for this. Loved by
lifestyle influencers, they will be great
for Valentine’s.

Sauvignon
Blanc

Sauvignon Blanc is still the
number 1 grape in the UK
(WSTA March 2021). With
New Zealand being in short
supply, we have added a
very competitive yet quality
driven, South African
Sauvignon Blanc with a C&C
friendly outer case.
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Sustainability matters

Join the conversation #Sustainabilitymatters

SUSTAINABILITY - A PRIORITY FOR SHOPPERS in 2022!
Sustainability is at the top of everyone’s agenda and
consumers are increasingly conscious that their shopping
habits align with their personal values.
Numerous surveys show that younger consumers are
especially drawn to purpose driven brands that will have a
positive impact on their lives and those involved in the supply
chain process, as well as the environment.

This makes sense from an ethical point of view but also a
commercial one, as 43% of UK shoppers would pay more for
a product or service if they knew it was ethically or sustainably
sourced, according a recent research by Supercharged.(July
2021)
On average, British consumers said they would be willing to
pay around 20% more for an ethically or sustainably
sourced item.
We are committed to sustainability and are pleased to
introduce (or re-introduce) two brands with great
sustainability credentials.

17 TREES by De Bortoli
from Australia
The UK shoppers’ love story with Australia shows no
sign of slowing down with sales growing by 18% in
2020-21 (WSTA Aug 21).
It is still the number 1 country for UK drinkers in the
retail arena (WSTA Aug 21).
Made by the family-owned De Bortoli winery, 17 TREES
ticks all the boxes - and more! - for the Aussie wine fan.
The brand was launched in
the midst of the pandemic,
in 2020, and has gained
critical acclaim from day 1.
Not only is the packaging
lighter, sustainable and
100% recyclable, but for
each case sold, a tree is
planted.
In November 2021, De
Bortoli celebrated reaching
the impressive milestone of
50,000 trees planted
globally since the launch
Well done to all parties
involved!
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MontGras Organic range
from Chile

'Organic' has been growing consistently and consumers
are increasingly aware about what they eat and drink,
leading to a real acceleration within the category. Wine is
now vying for the top spot in terms of growth with the
supermarkets in the last 3 years (Soil Association Report
2021). We expect this trend to continue across the
market.
Our MontGras range was
put together by CEO
Adolfo Hurtado, the man
behind Cono Sur’s success.
It has real shelf standout
with a lovely label
depicting the biodiversity
that helps keeping the
vineyards pest free without
the use of chemicals.
The range has 3 Skus
including a Sauvignon
Blanc & Pinot Noir from
trendy Bio bio Valley.

Both of these brands are vegan friendly.
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